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This gorgeous gallery presents models sporting dresses and hats consisting of intricately entwined
flowers, leaves, and vines. These imaginative illustrations draw their inspiration from botanical
drawings and Japanese, Chinese, and Indian artworks. Pages are perforated and printed on one
side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Flower
Fashion Fantasies and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of
inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce
stress.
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As if Dover didn't already have just about every coloring book an adult can dream of, they've
published yet another that made me ooooooh and aaaaaaaaah.This is beyond belief. The artist
Ming-Ju Sun is a genius. I am not sure what she originally intended her drawings for but she made
my day by allowing them to be published for a coloring book. For someone like me who needs to get

lost in project in order to relax, which is why I do crafts and color these days. This is ideal. There are
so many details that I actually need to plan the coloring which I usually don't do with my other
books.Again a warm thank you to Dover for not ignoring adults who still love to play.

I received this item today and it was packaged in a bigger box, so it wasn't bent but rather in perfect
condition. The paper is thicker than a regular kids coloring book, but I found it easier to just tear the
perforated pages out of the book and color on a hard surface since I tend to blend my colors, and in
doing so, I tend to press harder. I used Crayola colored pencils 50 ct for mine (the yellow & purple
flowers pic) and ended up with a good result. I used crayola markers medium tip (for the green
dress picture). I would buy more from this artist again.

I am an adult colorist, and have colored well over a 100 of a Dover's wonderful coloring books.This
fashion coloring book of ladies wearing dresses and gowns made from flowers and plants is
perhaps my very top all time favorite.I ordered a second copy of the coloring book not too long ago
and know that it is one I will undoubtedly want to color many more times.The drawings are excellent,
and the dresses are beautiful. I only hope the author will do more of these wonderful fashion
coloring books.Another thing I especially liked about this coloring book was the fact the pictures are
only printed on one side of the page, which meant I could use any type of markers I wanted without
having to worry about bleed through ruining the picture on the other side.

This is just so adorable, I bought this one at Michael's stores and it is incredibly nice, beautiful dolls
models with the most lovely flower dresses, ready to use you imagination and color them. I really
find it perfectly designed, with lots of talent from the artist. I am enjoying it so much that I wish
another version with girls could come out.

If you like to color flowers you will love it. The weight of the paper is good and it is perforated if you
want to remove the picture as you color. The designs are fun and it is a great book for an
experienced colorist. My one complaint is I wish I had some indication of what the real flower looks
like, so I could have a vision before I color.(Like the name of the flower)

The book is as described. Beautiful pictures to color and the pages are perforated for easy remove.
Plus pictures on one side only. Is helpful so it does not affect the other pictures when you color. I
love Ming-Ju Sun her pictures are incredible.

I purchased 4 coloring books to start with. I liked three of the four. This one is my favorite. I
managed to finish coloring the whole book within two weeks. The weather has been very hot in Los
Angeles and was forced indoors on two weekends. I had so much fun coloring these fashions.
Could not wait until I got to the next page. I played around with the colors making many of the flower
fashions multiple colors. This book convinced me to purchase more books.

Beautifully done. (5 stars for art) I'm wondering if I can LOVE coloring that many pictures of ladies
dressed in flowers and leaves but the entire book is beautiful. Great designs, great paper quality.
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